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ABSENTEEISM
The underlying condition discovered by Human
Resources professionals when messier symptoms
!" #$%%&'((#!)#$&*+),#-..'-)/#01'#(+"23#45$(67#%!8-9'(#
the disease halfway between pathology and religious
or political mania. For the sick and sickened the only
rational course is to try to make the diagnosis come
true on an epidemic scale.
ACCOUNTABILITY
(1.) Favoured in political sermons for its potent
meaninglessness outside quantitative matters where
accounting criteria (however arbitrary or tangential
to reality) apply. Rioters must be held accountable
for their actions, i.e. imprisoned for multiples of
the standard term. Senior management must be held
to account, i.e. asked to testify to a Commission
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of Inquiry.
(2.) Thanks to such semantic slackness, the language
of accountability connects geopolitical Governance
models* to the confessional morality endowed with
.!%$8'#.!:')(#$&#%!:5%';'%#(!8$-%#6-&-<'6'&9/==#
>='</#?@ABC#@DC#49)-&(.-)'&8,7#EF?(C#91'#G-H)$H#indignado
:1!#8)$'H#!+9#"!)#I'"28$'&9#6-&-<')(C#&!9#8!))+.9#
politicians”.]
[**eg. Criminal court or welfare payment decisions resting
!&#91'#H'"'&H-&97(#-J$%$9,#9!#<$;'#-#4.')(!&-%#-88!+&97#$&#
(+$9-J%'#K'%"5L'%.#9')6(/M

(3.) Social. Organizations in the western world certify
91'#L'-%91#N#K-"'9,#4)'<$6'(7#!" #%!:'(95.!(($J%'58!(9#
9'39$%'#-&H#'%'89)!&$8(#"-89!)$'(#$&#.!!)')#.-)9(#!" #
the world, only to be shocked a month later when
a factory breaking all the rules burns to the ground
killing over 250 people.
ADAPT
A formerly transitive verb. Adapt what? Adapt or die!
E!#&''H#9!#(.'%%#!+9#91-9#:1-9#6+(9#J'#-H-.9'H#$(#,!+/#
Whatever else is, is right.
ANGER MANAGEMENT
E!#%!&<')#*+(9#"!)#:$"'5J'-9')(O#&'8'((-),#"!)#-%%#%!(')(#
H$((-9$(2'H#:$91#)+%'(#!" #91'#<-6'/#P#9)-&("')-J%'#
9'81&$Q+'#%$R'#46-&-<'6'&97#$&#<'&')-%/#@39')&-%#
)'-(!&(#"!)#-&<')#-)'#J'($H'#91'#.!$&9O#$&(9'-HC#+&H')#
'3.')9#(+.');$($!&#91'#.-9$'&9S!""'&H')#-H6$&$(9')(#
the euthanasia of his or her own ability to be enraged.
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ASSERTIVENESS TRAINING
T!)#91!('#-"U$89'H#J,#)'6&-&9(#!" #6!H'(9,/
ASSISTED SUICIDE
G-)R'9#%'-H')O#P9!(#L'-%918-)'C#8!&9)-89'H#J,#91'#DV#
Department for Work & Pensions to test the disabled
"!)#429&'((#9!#:!)R7#-&H#:$91H)-:#91'#$&8!6'#!" #91!('#
H'8%-)'H#4297/#P9#%'-(9#WX#.!(959'(9#(+$8$H'(#H!8+6'&9'H#
so far (October 2012)*; meanwhile 6 per cent of
&'$<1J!+)1!!H#H!89!)(#)'.!)9#9'(95)'%-9'H#(+$8$H'(#
or attempts by patients, 21 per cent report patients with
9'(95$&H+8'H#4(+$8$H-%#91!+<19(7#-&H#YX#.')#8'&9#(-,#91'#
testing has caused#46'&9-%#1'-%91#.)!J%'6(7#-6!&<#
patients. Atos CEO Thierry Breton once had the same
*!J#-9#T)-&8'#0Z%Z8!6C#:1')'#1'#(9-)9'H#91'#48!(9#
R$%%$&<7#.)!<)-6(#J%-6'H#,'-)(#%-9')#"!)#-#(%':#!" #
worker suicides. But by then he had moved on,
-8Q+$)$&<#&':#.!:')(#!;')#%$"'#-&H#H'-91#-(#A1$)-87(#
2&-&8'#6$&$(9')#-&H#&':#!&'(#-<-$&#$&#1$(#8+))'&9#)!%'/#
>=K''O#[199.OSS8-%+6(%$(9/!)<S\/#P88!)H$&<#9!#91'#($9'#
administrator, Google is doing its best to make this
documentation disappear.]

ATTITUDE
(1.) Something attributed to you and either liked
or disliked by employers, depending on your degree
of evangelical belief in the work you are paid to do.
]W/^#T)!6#(81!!%#!&:-)H(C#J%-8R#6-)R(#$" #,!+#41-;'7#$9C#
+&%'((#,!+#'(9-J%$(1#,!+)('%" #$&#&$81'#L$.5L!.C#
P%9')&-9$;'#A!6'H,C#!)#,!+)#!:&#(9)-$<195(1!!9$&<#
talkback show.
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BALANCE
]_/^#B'"+&89#J$9(#!" #2&-&8$-%#9'81&!%!<,#`#91'#-88!+&9(#
%'H<')#-&H#91'#:'$<1$&<#(8-%'(#`#-)'#H)-<<'H#!+9#9!#
1!%H#+.#)!99'&#)1'9!)$8-%#.%-&R(O#.!:')(#91-9#81'8R#
and balance one another, punishment as justice
and the idea that the contradictions can somehow
be managed.
(2.) Work-life balance. Verbal recognition that those
desperate to keep their jobs by working longer hours
ought nevertheless to do their duty to the nuclear family,
or otherwise Get A Life in whatever hours remain.
(3.) Balanced reporting. The Ethical duty of media
organizations to ensure that some chosen people
:$%%#"-8'#!91')#81!('&#.'!.%'#!&#-#(''5(-:#!" #-..)!;'H#
alternatives.
]X^#Balanced individual. Tightrope walker.
(5.) Global imbalances/#a&#(9-&H-)H#'3.')9#+(-<'C#
nothing to do with grossly skewed global weighting
!" #<%+9#-&H#.'&+),#$&#<'&')-%O#)'"')(#(9)$89%,#9!#DK#
Treasury debt in Chinese hands, blamed in turn on
91'#+&"-$)#P($-&#1-J$9#!" #4(-;$&<7/
(6.) Balance(d) release payment engine. Time is money
and this young fellow ensures not a penny is lost
9!#H'%-,#$&#1+<'#U!:(#!" #6!&',#!" #H$""')'&9#
currencies around the world.
BEAN COUNTER
b%-(Z#:!)H#+('H#J,#1$.58-.$9-%$(9(#9!#H'(8)$J'#91'$)#
-88!+&9-&9(C#91'#!&'(#:1!#H!#91'#&'8'((-),#8!(958+99$&<#
!&#91'$)#J'1-%"C#:1$81#$&;-)$-J%,#6'-&(#'39)-89$&<#
more work from each worker by one means or another.
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The derogatory tone implies that somehow the
accountants are squares operating in another universe
and imposing such measures on otherwise unworldly
entrepreneurs.
BRING YOUR OWN DEVICE
At the high end of the labour market Ponzi pyramid,
the likes of BT, Colt, Cisco and Samsung allow skilled
hirelings to provide the hardware and software used
for work. At the low end, call centre workers are told
to make calls from home, saving the employer the cost
!" #!"28'#)'&9C#'%'89)$8$9,#-&H#.1!&'#J$%%(/#E!J!H,#
brings anything anywhere in this case, but the
J)'-R91)!+<1#`#91'#)'H$(8!;'),#91-9#%-J!+)#8-&#J'#
6-H'#9!#.-,#91'#J-($8#8!(9(#!" #8-.$9-%#`#$(#91'#(-6'/
BURN-OUT
(1.) The risk taken by those brave souls working
_Y51!+)#H-,(#9!#'&(+)'#91'#:!)%H#<!'(#)!+&HC#
eg. policemen, bankers, professional thinkers and
fashion designers. This does not however apply to
those people, usually young women, who actually
.)!H+8'#91'#"-(9581-&<$&<#H'($<&(#-(#8%!91'(/#01',#:!)R#
_W5_c#1!+)(#-#H-,C#d#H-,(#-#:''RC#(!6'9$6'(#R'.9#<!$&<#
J,#R''.5-:-R'#H)+<(/#e$'8':!)R#9-)<'9(#-&H#.)'((+)'#
from supervisors make it constant stress, guaranteeing
ruined health and a short working life.
]W/^#01'#G-%(-81#a&;'&9!),C#H-9$&<#")!6#91'#_fdg(#-&H#
(9$%%#$&#8%$&$8-%#+('C#.%-8'(#J+)&5!+9#-9#91'#!..!($9'#'&H#
of the scale to the virtue of Engagement, which is said
9!#$&H$8-9'#'&')<,C#$&;!%;'6'&9#-&H#'"28$'&8,/
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CHALLENGE
An insult compounded by an invitation to be grateful
for it.
COMPANY VALUES
]_/^#K!+&H(#%$R'#-#8)$($(#!" #J+($&'((#8!&2H'&8'O#
8!6.-&$'(#-..-)'&9%,#-(1-6'H#!" #'3$(9$&<#9!#6-R'#
6!&',#`#-&H#!" #.-,$&<#%-J!+)#9!#6-R'#$9#"!)#91'6#`#
hallucinate a higher calling. Invoking values instead of
value, they recast themselves as something more like a
religious cult, a political movement or the synthesis of
the two, a Charity.
]W/^#b+9#91'#('$h+)'#!" #'3'8+9$;'#('%"5H!+J9#$(#(9)$89%,#
petit mal/#P#:!)R"!)8'#.%'H<'H#9!#$&H'2&$9'#.)$&8$.%'(#
$&(9'-H#!" #(.'8$28#*!J#$&(9)+89$!&(#$(#)$.'#"!)#8)'-9$;'#
coercion. The advantages for the employer have
';'),91$&<#9!#H!#:$91#H'2&$9'C#!%H5"-(1$!&'H#;-%+'/
]i/^#T!)#6-3$6+6#H$(8$.%$&-),#'""'89C#;-%+'(#(1!+%H#J'#
(!#&'J+%!+(#91-9#91'$)#J)'-81#!)#"+%2%6'&9#$(#-#6-99')#
of managerial discretion. Backchat is obstructed, for
'3-6.%'C#$" #91'#9')6(#)'($(9#+('#$&#-#8!1')'&9#('&9'&8'/#
Thus an employer may require allegiance to such values
-(O#4R&!:%'H<'-J%'7C#4<'&+$&'7#-&H#4<)'-9#.%-8'#9!#:!)R7/
]X/^#01')'#$(#&!#(+81#91$&<#-(#.!(9"!)H$(6/#L'&),#T!)H7(#
1!%$(9$8#-..)!-81#9!#91'#H'9-$%#!" #1$(#:!)R')(7#(!8$-%#%$"'#
]8!.$'H#:$91#1$(#J%'(($&<#J,#E-h$#F')6-&#Lj^#&';')#
really went away. Former Tesco CEO Sir Terry Leahy
'(9-J%$(1'H#91'#;')J#"!)6#-..%$'H#9!#A!6.-&,#k-%+'(O#
they are something we live by.
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COMPETITIVENESS
(1.) Down here in the basement of hell the work gets
harder and faster as the escape routes are closed off.
e+J%$8#.!%$8,#-&H#'6.%!,')(7#e'!.%'#A-)'#.)!<)-6(#
'&8!+)-<'#48!6.'9$9$;'#J'1-;$!+)7#J,#)'6!;$&<#
.');')('#$&8'&9$;'(#9!#$H%'C#$&8%+H$&<#:'%"-)'#J'&'29(#
but also any thought of doing just enough waged work
to live on and no more.
]W/^#K$&8'#91'#_ffg(#-#('%"5';$H'&9#;$)9+'O#91'#Q+'(9$!&#
is not whether competitiveness should be sought but
how, thanks to skilful play on the intrinsic double sense.
Competitive behaviour (or competitiveness) by
individuals within a company, an industry or a state
creates competitive advantage (also called
competitiveness) for the larger entity.
(3.) The keenest evangelists of competitiveness,
91'#?@AB#-&H#@DC#H!&79#:-&9#9!#R''.#91'#6-<$8#
"!)6+%-#9!#91'6('%;'(O#91',#:-&9#:1-97(#J'(9#"!)#91'$)#
4'6')<$&<#6-)R'97#8!6.'9$9!)(#9!!/#4P..)!.)$-9'#.!%$8,#
81!$8'(7#-)'#"!)#';'),!&'#';'),:1')'C#9!#J'#
administered by gently guided national governments
91'&#4J'&816-)R'H7#]!)#(+J*'89'H#9!#4-#&':#9,.'#!" #
'8!&!6$8#(+);'$%%-&8'7^#(+.)-&-9$!&-%%,/#P)!+&H#Wggl#
the OECD started calling itself a Convergence Club,
inviting all market economies to join in the game of
4F!$&<#"!)#F)!:917/#01-9#1!9#U+(1#!" #
$&9')&-9$!&-%$(6#8!&2)6'H#91'#8%-((#8!)'#!" #91'#.)!*'89/##
Worldwide competitive behaviour means downward
convergence for those required to behave, with the
4H$(8$.%$&-),#"!)8'(#+&%'-(1'H7#+.%$"9$&<#-&#+&6'&9$!&'H#
-;')-<'#)-9'#!" #.)!29/#
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]X/^#As Ford, by the competitive advantage which he gained,
forced the assembly line on the rest of the automobile industry,
in the same degree workers were forced to submit to it by
the disappearance of other forms of work in the industry.
COMPLEXITY
Flatters many academic, political and media vanities.
A variant of chaos theory involving the familiar trick
whereby phenomena from the natural sciences are used
9!#H'(8)$J'#(!8$-%#)'%-9$!&(/#A!6.%'3#!)<-&$(6(#-)$('#
")!6#(6-%%C#($6.%'#+&$9(#8!6$&<#9!<'91')#J'8-+('#91-97(#
91'#:-,#91$&<(#-)'O#-#8!&8'.9#!" #('%"5!)<-&$h-9$!&#91-9#
.')"'89%,#H'(8)$J'(#491'#6-)R'97/#
CONSUMER
]_/^#T!)6')%,#91'#4:!)R')7#!)#4:-<'5'-)&')7/
01'#)'J)-&H$&<#)'U'89(#-#"+&H-6'&9-%#(1$"9#$&#91'#)!%'#
!" #91'#(9-9'C#(+.)-5(9-9'C#!)#)'<+%-9!)/#01'#)$<19(#!" #91'#
8!&(+6')#-(#2&-%#J+,')#!" #%-J!+)#6+(9#J'#H'"'&H'H#
against his or her own claims as a seller of labour.
So that when competition law works properly
91'#%-J!+)5('%%')#(1!+%H#'-)&#-&H#8!&(+6'#less.
(2.) This process of impoverishment is cheered from
91'#($H'%$&'(#J,#:'%%5"'H#'&'6$'(#!" #48!&(+6')$(67/
(3.) Some of the same cheerleaders believe in
91'#!3,6!)!&#48!&(+6')#.!:')7C#1-%%+8$&-9$&<#6!)-%#
meaning into their discretionary spending.
m$6$9'H5")-&81$('#H'6!8)-8,#$(#J-8Rn#4k!9'(7#"!)#-%%#
those with liquid wealth enough to choose what to
consume.
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CONTAGION
]_/^#B$-<&!($(#-&H#9)'-96'&9#:$91#&!3$!+(#'""'89(#
'39'&H$&<#J',!&H#91'#!)$<$&-%#.-9$'&9/#
(2.) Any danger emanating from the lower orders,
be it cholera, strikes, riots, or ideas beyond their station.
K''&#9!#1-;'#<)'-9')#)1'9!)$8-%#"!)8'#91-&#91'#4"-%%$&<#
H!6$&!'(7#6'9-.1!)#!" #91'#k$'9&-6#o-)#.')$!HC#
but bloodletting is prescribed in either case.
]i/^#G!)'#)'8'&9%,#$&;!R'H#:1'&#J-H#J'9(#J,#2&-&8$-%#
8-.$9-%(#$&H+8'#6'%!H)-6-(#!" #2&-&8$-%#8!%%-.('C#
!)#:1'&#6-)R'9(#H$-<&!('#91'#4($8R#6'&7#-6!&<#
&-9$!&5(9-9'(#-&H#-..%,#91'#(9-&H-)H#.)'(8)$.9$!&/
CORE
(1.) Core business, competencies, values.
Rediscovered by normally boisterous, aspirational
businesses when retreating from a crisis and jettisoning
&!&58!)'#L+6-&#j'(!+)8'(#!&#91'#:-,/
(2.) Core market. The very poor for discount baked
beans canners or the very rich for timeless Swiss
watches.
(3.) Hardcore/#E!9#"!)#91'#"-$&951'-)9'H/#01'#)'-%#H'-%#
for those who know what the real deal is.
P+91'&9$8$9,#"!)#-28$!&-H!(#-&H#*-H'H#.-%-9'(/#
]X/^#Core Voters. Those taken for granted by respective
political parties. Always the risk however
that they might decide Why Fucking Bother!
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CRISIS
(1.) A permanent state of affairs.
(2.) Crisis management. Bring in the plumbers.
Plug that hole! Prevent fallout! But the most skilled
professionals will present crisis as an Opportunity.
CRISP
P#E':#@8!&!6,#;$)9+'O#&!#6+8R$&<#-J!+9/#F)-.1$8(#
with attitude and so forth.
CULTURE
]_/^#P(#$&O#investors believe Nick Buckles has created
a winning culture at G4SC#!)O#b)$9-$&7(#%!&<51!+)(#8+%9+)'/#
Disciplinary machinery passed off as the social
('%"5'3.)'(($!&#!" #$9(#;$89$6(/
(2.) Dependency culture. Shifty medicalization, as if
poor people were addicted to being poor.
]i/^#bbA#6!)&$&<#0k#(81'H+%'C#G-)81#Wg_W/#f/_l-6O#
Crime and PunishmentC#.-)9#!" #491'#bbA7(#8'%'J)-9$!&#
!" #91'#p+''&7(#B$-6!&H#q+J$%''7C#('9(#!+9#9!#
481-)9#91'#81-&<'(#$&#8)$6'#-&H#8)$6$&-%(C#.!%$8'#
-&H#.)$(!&(#H+)$&<#91'#p+''&7(#cg#,'-)(#!&#91'#91)!&'7/
e)'('&9')(#'6J'HH'H#$&#91'#o'(9#G$H%-&H(#e!%$8'#
-&H#b)$(9!%#e)$(!&#8!&9)-(9#8%$.(#!" #91'#_fYX#b)$<19!&#
0!),#1!9'%#J!6J$&<#-&H#91'#_ffg#K9)-&<':-,(#.)$(!&#
)$($&<#:$91#91'#1$59'81#%!8RH!:&#!" #-#)'8'&9#.-)9,#
8!&"')'&8'#-&H#91'#"-6$%,5")$'&H%,#($H'#!" #8!')8$;'#
91')-.,#$&#9!H-,7(#.)$(!&#)'<$6'/#j'8+))$&<#
8-981.1)-('O#whatever you may think of prisoners...
m-9')#$&#91'#6!)&$&<O#Homes Under the HammerO#4@3.')9(#
uncover the tricks of the property
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>$/'/#"!)'8%!(+)'M#-+89$!&#9)-H'7/#01'&O#The Sheriffs
are Coming. Another camera crew is embedded with
Sheriffs, or High Court bailiffs, as they terrorize
H'%$&Q+'&9#H'J9!)(/#01'#_g51!+)#('-(!&#1-(#*+(9#J'<+&C#
(!#$9#)'6-$&(#9!#J'#(''&#:1'91')C#"!)#'3-6.%'C#-)(!&#
of Traveler caravans will be featured. For now the
;!$8'!;')#.)!6$('(O#4&'39#9$6'#91'#K1')$""(#8!&")!&9#
-#.%+6J')n7
CUTTING-EDGE
Once sharp but increasingly blunted sales talk for
banal cultural and technological production thought to
.)!6$('#4$&&!;-9$!&7/#P..%$'H#&!9#!&%,#9!#
individuals, processes and commodities but also
to geographical location in the global competition
between cities to attract Foreign Direct Investment,
'</#m!&H!&7(#(9-9+(#-(#-#8+99$&<5'H<'#8$9,C#91'#4A-.$9-%#
!" #A!!%7#$&#91'#_ffg(/#F)'-9')#m!&H!&#F)!+.#H$)'89!)#
0!&,#0)-;')(#8!$&'H#4)'U'89$;'#('%"5$6-<'7#9!#H'(8)$J'#
the competitive advantage of locating company
1'-HQ+-)9')(#$&#8+99$&<5'H<'#8$9$'(#`#J'&'29$&<
from parasitic association.
DIALOGUE
]_/^#K'9(#+.#(.'-R')(#)'.)'('&9$&<#4($H'(7#!" #-#8!&U$89C#
(!#91-9#91!('#)'.)'('&9'H#`#-&H#91'#8!&U$89(#!" #$&9')'(9#
within#91'#($H'(#`#6$<19#2&-%%,#(1+9#+./
(2.) An invitation to the weaker party to endorse the
present arrangement by pretending to speak on equal
terms. Losses on one side and the other shall be treated
-(#'Q+$;-%'&9#)'<-)H%'((#!" #:1-97(#%'"9#"!)#'-81#9!#%!('/
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(3.) When the dominant monologue falls on deaf ears,
H$-%!<+'#6-,#J'#)'(!)9'H#9!#$&#91'#'3.'89-9$!&#91-9#$9#
will become an end in itself.
DINOSAUR(S)
A prehistoric genus popular in a range of cultural
products. Also used in dismissing certain people and
$&(9$9+9$!&(#-(#!%H5"-(1$!&'HC#1'-;,C#(%!:#-&H#)'H+&H-&9/#
Sets up any kind of organized labour as a thing of
91'#.-(9#-%!&<#:$91#41'-;,7#$&H+(9)$'(#%$R'#8!-%#-&H#(9''%C#
:1$81#$&#91'#'3.')9(7#<'!<)-.1$8-%%,#%$6$9'H#$6-<$&-9$!&#
have inevitably given way to the weightless economy.
This usage relies on a now wholly discredited theory
91-9#H$&!(-+)(#J'8-6'#'39$&89#J'8-+('#91',#1-H#(6-%%#
brains, were slow and stupid. In fact their environment
was destroyed by a collision between the earth and
a meteor which transformed climatic conditions.
DISAPPOINTMENT MANAGEMENT
Applied to people brought up on hopes for a better
world who have worked out techniques that avoid
constant suicidal feelings or permanent alcohol
addiction.
ECONOMY, THE
Sickly or blooming, a most sensitive child.
EMOTIONAL INTELLIGENCE
(1.) ATTENTION! is the London Evening Standard
1'-H%$&'#8'%'J)-9$&<#-#<!;')&6'&9#(81'6'#9!#4J)$&<#
H$(8$.%$&'#J-8R#9!#91'#8%-(()!!67#J,#+($&<#(!%H$')(#-(#
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school teachers. Lower ranks will get subsidised
9)-$&$&<C#J+9#4!"28')(#:$91#-#+&$;')($9,#H'<)''7#8-&#
start immediately. The plan was announced by the
same education minister who declared a week or so
'-)%$')#91-9#91'#6!(9#$6.!)9-&9#4(R$%%7#"!)#9'-81')(#$(#
emotional intelligence/#m'9#$9#J'#Q+$9'#8%'-)#91-9#91')'#$(#E?#
$)!&,#-&H#E?#8!&9)-H$89$!&#1')'/#01'#1'-;$%,#
psychologized teacher training process can be
H$(.'&('H#:$91#$&#91'#8-('#!" #6$%$9-),#!"28')(#J'8-+('#
91'#!"28')#8!).(#$(#91'#.)'5'6$&'&9#J!H,#!" #'3.')9(#$&#
4'6!9$!&-%#$&9'%%$<'&8'7#-(#.)'-81'H#J,#.(,81!%!<,#
.)!"'(($!&-%(O#91-9#$(C#91'#8+%9$;-9$!&#!" #-..)!;'H#
Positive thinking through a blend of charismatic
'3-6.%'C#8!&"!)6$(9#.)'((+)'#-&H#!+9)$<19#
institutionally backed intimidation.
]W/^#a&#91'#.!%$9$8-%#:!)%H#(!6'#1-;'#$9#-&H#(!6'#H!&79C#
say those who say they have it.
EMPOWERMENT
(1.) When the disabled become Gladiators. Back to
work to die in harness.
]W/^#?&8'#)'"'))'H#9!#+&2&$(1'H#J+($&'((O#91'#('$h+)'#
!" #)'%-9$;'#.!:')#J,#('%"5!)<-&$h'H#(!58-%%'H#46-)<$&-%7#
<)!+.(#]91'#:!6'&7(#6!;'6'&9C#91'#<-,#6!;'6'&9^/#
E!:#+('H#:$91!+9#(8)+.%'#$&#91'#)';')('#('&('#J,#
politically correct paternalism. The empowered
subject (or rather object) is someone raised up from
a normal state of powerlessness by professionals.
@(.'8$-%%,#.)';-%'&9#$&#91'#2'%H#!" #
H';'%!.6'&9S+&H')H';'%!.6'&9C#:1')'#8')9-$&#
-..)!;'H#('89$!&(#!" #91'#.!.+%-9$!&#-)'#9!#J'&'29#
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")!6#91$(#$&(9)+6'&9-%#'3.')9$('C#!"9'&#-9#!91')#
('89$!&(7#'3.'&('/
(3.) As in Black Economic Empowerment, the South
P")$8-&#(,(9'6#+&H')#:1$81#PEASE-9$!&-%#D&$!&#
!" #G$&')(#J!((#A,)$%#j-6-.1!(-#J'8-6'#-#J$<#'&!+<1#
shareholder in the Lonmin mining conglomerate to sit
!&#91'#J!-)H/#01'#H-,#J'"!)'#.!%$8'#6-((-8)'H#iX#
(9)$R$&<#6$&')(#-9#m!&6$&7(#G-)$R-&-#.%-9$&+6#($9'C#
j-6-.1!(-#'56-$%'H#6-&-<'6'&9C#H'6-&H$&<#
48!&8!6$9-&9#-89$!&7#-<-$&(9#91'#4H-(9-)H%,#8)$6$&-%7#
strikers.
]X/^#L+6$%$-9$!&#$&(9-&9%,#)';')('HO#.!('#"!)#-#"-8$-%#
cum shot and feel empowered.
ENGAGEMENT
]_/^#01'#6$%$9-),#8!&8'.9#!" #46!)-%'7#]-%:-,(#8!%%'89$;'^C#
in a strictly individualized civilian application. Employee
engagement is the raw material of morale, composed of 15
intrinsic and extrinsic attitudinal drivers.
[Scarlett Surveys, 2001]
]W/^#P#.)'9'39#"!)#.+&$(16'&9#H)'(('H#+.#-(#-#(,(9'6#
!" #)':-)H/#a&#91'#:!)H(#!" #-#(.'8$-%$(9C#4!"9'&#%$&R'H#
9!#91'#&!9$!&#!" #'6.%!,''#;!$8'#-&H#'6.!:')6'&97O#
91'#'6.%!,''#$(#$&;$9'H#9!#'3.)'((#'6!9$!&-%#-99-816'&9#
to the business, and may even be allowed to suggest
9'81&$8-%#$6.)!;'6'&9(/#a&#LjSe'!.%'#A-)'#91'!),#
-&H#$9(#*!+)&-%$(9$8#!""(1!!9(C#J!(('(#:1!#'39)-89#
engagement are doing their workers a favourO#91'#'&<-<'H#
'6.%!,''#$(#J,#H'2&$9$!&#.)$;$%'<'HC#1-..,#-&H#<)-9'"+%/#
As the military derivation promises, though, the
disciplinary potential of engagement policy is rich.
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G')'#9!$%$&<#!J'H$'&8'#&''H#&!#%!&<')#J'#9!%')-9'H#$" #
9-$&9'H#:$91#$&<)-9$9+H'O#!&'#H$('&<-<'H#$&H$;$H+-%#
]'</#&!9#-%:-,(#!&#8-%%#"!)#-H51!8#(1$"9(C#!)#+&)'(.!&($;'#
9!#!"28$-%#"+&^#6$<19#$&"'89#91'#6!)-%'#!" #91'#:1!%'#
platoon. For the greater good of all, those attitudinal
drivers must be driven home with deadly force.
]i/^#?&#91'#G-%-(81#a&;'&9!),C#91'#!..!($9'#
!" #b+)&5?+9/
EQUALITY OF OPPORTUNITY
b-8RH-9'H#.)!!" #91-9#4"-$%+)'7#$(#,!+)#!:&#"-+%9/#
EQUILIBRIUM
P&#-)9$8%'#!" #"-$91#")!6#%!&<5H$(8)'H$9'H#E':9!&$-&#
.1,($8(#:1$81#1-(#.')($(9'HC#:$91#-#(1'%"5%$"'#<!&'#6-HC#
!&%,#$&#91'#4(8$'&8'7#!" #'8!&!6$8(/#P#+9!.$-#:1')'#
)-9$!&-%#$&H$;$H+-%(#-)'#(-9$(2'H#-(#91'#8!&(+6')7(#
breezy wave is answered by production at the drop
of a hat.
EQUITY
A usefully soggy word, especially prevalent in the
;!8-J+%-),#!" #401$)H#o!)%H7#+&H')SH';'%!.6'&9/#
j'.%-8'(#&-(9,#!%H#@Q+-%$9,C#:1$81#'3+H'(#;$8$!+(#8%-((#
envy and a determination to drag the Best and
the Brightest down to the Lowest Common
Denominator. Equity, as a development goal and
promise, instead mimics the use of the same word as a
description of stocks and shares. At once this makes it
aspirational and tells folk that they all have a stake in
things as they are. We are all in it together. In the
17

4H';'%!.'H#:!)%H7#91$(#1-..,#"-&9-(,#1-(#9+)&'H#+(#
into stakeholders.
ETHICAL
P(#$&O#issue, behaviour, consumption, investment, suicide.
(1.) Compliant with a norm so pervasive that it no
%!&<')#%!!R(#%$R'#-#.-)9$(-&#.!($9$!&#-9#-%%/#E!)6(
J'8!6'#('%"5';$H'&9#@91$8(#:1'&#91',#9)-&(8'&H#'3-89#
'3.)'(($!&O#91'$)#(.'8$28#8!&9'&9#8-&&!9#J'#H$(.+9'H#
without affront to higher Values. Therefore Ethical
questions are always merely technical, as well as
$&9)!(.'89$;'#!&#91'#Q+'(9$!&')7(#.-)9O#how may I best
comply? The sovereign imprecision of Ethical terms
guarantees a limitless supply of these queries, each
of which, by virtue of its deferential form, reinforces
the hidden authority it appeals to.
(2.) A category allowing investors, commentators and
activists to ignore the elementary nature of money*.
Ethical investment or consumption rests on the
$&;'(9!)#!)#8!&(+6')7(#-J(9'&9$!&#")!6#direct payment
for ownership of particular tainted things (whether
2&$(1'H#.)!H+89(#!)#(9-R'(#$&#91'#.)!H+8')(7#8-.$9-%^/#
P(#$" #6!&',#H$H&79#circulate but was absorbed until
Doomsday into the trinket paid for.
>=@91$8-%#$&;'(96'&9#$(#-&#'&!)6!+(#(+J5('89!)#.%-,$&<#!&#
this folly, whose momentum is such that ethical funds
regularly outperform general stock markets. Ethical
8!&(+6.9$!&#$(#-#<!%H5.%-9'H#.)'9'39#"!)#.)'6$+6#.)$8$&</M

(3.) A sign of soteriological* narcissism in the speaker
](''#-%(!O#4<)''&7^/#e')8'$;$&<#-#.)!J%'6#$&#91'#:!)%HC#
91'#@91$8-%#8!&(+6')S$&;'(9!)#('9(#!+9#9!#-;!$H#91'#
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"''%$&<#!" #.')(!&-%#8+%.-J$%$9,#"!)#$9O#$&#!91')#:!)H(C#9!#
'&(+)'#1$(#!)#1')#.)$;-9'#(-%;-9$!&/#q+(9#-&#+<%,#1-J$9#
in an individual, perhaps, but more than that when
the habit becomes a public duty. The principle behind
91'#.)'-81$&<O#<'&')-%#8!&H$9$!&(#-)'#-&#-<<)'<-9'==#
!" #$&H$;$H+-%#4J'1-;$!+)(7C#(!#.!%$9$8(#6'-&(#+($&<#
$&(9$9+9$!&(#9!#$&H+8'#.')(!&-%#4J'1-;$!+)#81-&<'7C#
rather than collective action to change institutions
or destroy them.
>=K!9')$!%!<,O#91'##4(8$'&8'#!" #(-%;-9$!&7#$&#6+%9$.%'#)'%$<$!+(#
traditions.]
>==K''#-%(!O#8!6.%'3$9,/M

EXCELLENCE
]_/^#a&;'&9'H#$&#_fYW#J,#G8V$&(',#6-&#0!6#e'9')(#
(later the author of Liberation Management) and since
then cherished equally by public and private sector
administrators. Own it! Live it! Excel! shrieks an
!""591'5(1'%" #:!)R.%-8'#9)-$&$&<#.-8R-<'/#Excel what?!
is the obvious rejoinder, but the question is not left
unanswered by accident. For any manager, the beauty
!" #@38'%%'&8'#%$'(#$&#$9(#"+&89$!&#-(#-#9'6.%-9'#"!)#
.')"'89%,#'6.9,#Q+-&9$9-9$;'#6'-(+)'O#8!6.-)-9$;'#
and competitive according to criteria that need not
be disclosed to the mere object of assessment, for the
<!!H#)'-(!&#91-9#91',#'3$(9#!&%,#$&#91'#H$(8$.%$&-),#
fantasy of the assessor.
(2.) Its very lack of reference allows excellence to function as a
principle of translatability between radically different idioms:
parking services and research grants can each be excellent,
!"#$%&'()$'*+',,'"+'$(-$".%$#'/'"#'"%$."$!"0$-/'+(1+$23!,(%('-$
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or effects that they share.
(3.) Enhancing excellence/#G-R$&<#91$&<(#';'&#6!)'#
'38'%%'&9#91-&#91',#-%)'-H,#:')'#:1'&#91',#'38'%%'H/
FACEBOOK REVOLUTION
K'%"5(+);'$%%-&8'#")!6#J'%!:/
FACILITIES MANAGEMENT
01'#(+J8!&9)-89'H#J+($&'((#!" #!"28'#6-$&9'&-&8'O#
bossing around night cleaners and so forth.
FAIRNESS
(1.) Of course payments for the opportunity to punish indicate
that subjects care about fairness. They are angry when other
-345'+%-$!)'$-',1-&6$7(%&$!".%&')$-'%$.8 $+.9!3%&.)-$:'&)$!-;'#$
subjects to play similar games while their brains were being
PET-scanned. Engaging in such punishment appears to make
the subjects happy: it activates an area of the brain, the dorsal
striatum that “lights up” in anticipation of many different types
of rewards.
[Akerlof & Shiller, Animal Spirits]
]W/^#4@Q+-%#.-,7#%'<$(%-9$!&#.-(('H#$&#6$H5Wggf#J,#91'#
British Labour government led to no substantial wage
increases for women anywhere, but was eagerly adopted
J,#m''H(#8$9,#8!+&8$%#-(#-#.)'9'39#9!#8+9#91'#:-<'(#!" #
male garbage collectors by £5,000 per year under a
&':#4<)-H$&<#(,(9'67/#01'#'&(+$&<#91)''#6!&91#(9)$R'#
was eventually settled by council management and the
FGb#+&$!&#J,#9+)&$&<#91'#H$(.+9'H#.-)9#!" #91'#:-<'#
into payment for meeting unattainable
4.')"!)6-&8'#9-)<'9(7/
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(3.) After the February 2011 earthquake, tsunami
-&H#&+8%'-)#H$(-(9')#$&#q-.-&C#-#K-&#T)-&8$(8!#b-,#
P)'-#4$&9')&'9#'Q+$.6'&9#6-&+"-89+)')7#$&$9$-%%,#"'-)'H#
supply chain disruption, reported the Financial Times.
Replacement suppliers were soon found, said the
'&9)'.)'&'+)C#J+9#4$" #$9#1-..'&'H#$&#F+-&<H!&<#a#H!&79#
R&!:#:1-9#:'7H#H!/#The only compensating factor is that all
our competitors would be in the same position/7
]X/^#j1'9!)$8-%%,#+('H#"!)#91'#;$%$28-9$!&#!" #91'#.!!)#
-&HS!)#H$(-J%'H#!&#91'#<)!+&H(#91-9#91',#-)'#9-R$&<#
-H;-&9-<'#!" #('%"5('%'89'H#49-3.-,')(7/
FALL
The noun is used instead of the verb when the falling
body is old and female. She had a fall. Lock her up
for her own protection.
GOVERNANCE
a97(#1-)H%,#-#('8)'9#91-9#(!6'#<!;')&6'&9#.'!.%'C
elected or otherwise, are very corrupt. Large sums of
money end up in Swiss, London or offshore bank
accounts. These are liable to come to light only
when the holders of the accounts lose power or larger
interests decide they have served their purpose and
(1!+%H#%!('#.!:')/#L!:';')#91'#8),#"!)#4<!!H#
<!;')&-&8'7#-)$($&<#")!6#91'#o!)%H#b-&R#(!6'#,'-)(#
ago was not a call for such accounts to be revealed in a
comprehensive attack on bank secrecy. Instead it served
to avert blame from the forces and institutions behind
the Structural Adjustment Programs imposed on
countries undermined from the start by their colonial
21

invention. Programs that further impoverished the poor
-&H#(-J!9-<'H#J-)'5J!&'(#1'-%91#-&H#'H+8-9$!&#('89!)(#
:$91!+9#-#U$8R')#!" #91'#-H;')9$('H#'8!&!6$8#<)!:91/#
This predictable result was blamed on a failure of
governments to implement the SAPs properly, which
in turn empowered internationally integrated
49'81&!8)-9$87#'%$9'(#!.'&#9!#91'#($)'&#(!&<(#!" #6!)'#
privatization. To this end the Bank instituted the
Worldwide Governance Research Indicators Dataset.
The source of these data? An aggregation of polls of
.+J%$8#-&H#'%$9'#!.$&$!&#J,#EF?(C#think tanks, development
agencies and private investment risk consultancies. This
8)'-9'H#-#4&':#(8$'&8'#!" #8!))+.9$!&7C#(!6'91$&<#
'3.')9(#8%-$6'H#8!+%H#J'#6'-(+)'H/#B+)$&<#91'#
tenure of war criminal Paul Wolfowitz at the Bank,
4<!!H#<!;')&-&8'7#J'8-6'#-&#'&H%'((%,#
repeated mantra.
HEADHUNTERS
Out into the untamed jungle they go, doing whatever
it takes to capture the right man for the job of
managing whatever needs to be managed.
I HEAR WHAT YOU’RE SAYING
P#)'%$-J%'#:-)&$&<#91-9#:1-9#,!+7;'#(-$H#$(#-J!+9#9!#
be ignored, regretfully rejected or mugged off by
those who know everything.
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INCENTIVE
(1.) A threat, as in incentive to work, saveC#'98/#G-,#$&;!%;'#
-&#'3.%$8$9#.)!6$('#!" #"+9+)'#.+&$(16'&9S)':-)HC#
but the same effect is often obtained more promptly
J,#H'.)$;$&<#91'#9'(9#(+J*'89#!" #(!6'91$&<#(S1'#
H'.'&H'H#!&#"!)#(+);$;-%C#91')'J,#8)'-9$&<#-&#4$&8'&9$;'7#
9!#8!;')#91'#%!((#-9#1$(#!)#1')#!:&#'3.'&('/
(2.) A core concept in behaviourist psychology and
(+..%,5($H'#'8!&!6$8(C#:1$81#8!&;')<'#$& behavioural
economics/#L!:';')#91'#%-99')7(#J'(9('%%$&<#(.!R'(6'&#
6-,#(9)-$&#9!#H$(-;!:#91'$)#(+..%,5($H'#1')$9-<'r
they betray it infallibly in their addiction to positive
and aversive stimuli.
INFORMATION
Unwilling to admit to having been taken for a
(+J5.)$6'#(+8R')C#'35DbK#J-&R#A@?#G-)8'%#j!16')#
blamed information overload for failures in risk
-(('((6'&9#-&H#8!))'89#;-%+-9$!&(O#401'#.)!J%'6#
:-(#&!9#-#"-$%+)'#9!#-..)'8$-9'#8!6.%'3$9,C#J+9#)-91')#
91'#!..!($9'7/#01'#:!!H(#-&H#91'#9)''(C#91'#&!95(''$&</#
a&#91$(#1'#"!%%!:'H#91'#AaP7(#'3.%-&-9$!&#"!)#&!9#1-;$&<#
"!)'(''&#91'#2)(9#&+8%'-)#J!6J#9'(9#J,#91'#a&H$-&#(9-9'/#
There was too much information.
INTERACTIVE
a&#-#)-)'#H$(.%-,#!" #$)!&,C#91'#1$59'81#$&H+(9),#+('(#
this term for computer software designed to restrict
91'#+(')7(#.!(($J%'#)-&<'#!" #-89$!&#J,#.)'5'6.9$;'%,#
$&9');'&$&<#]4$&9')-89$&<7^#9!#H'9')6$&'#91'#"!)6#!" #
1$(S1')#)'(.!&('/#m$99%'#:!&H')C#91'&C#91-9#(9-9'#
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institutions and employers tend increasingly to
require the use of these formats.
KNOWLEDGE MANAGEMENT
The constant recreation of scarcity among
intangible riches.
LEAN
]_/^#G'-9#:$91#%$99%'#!)#&!#"-9/#?&8'#-&#+&6$(9-R'-J%'#
($<&#!" #-6J$9$!+(#6'&#8!&(.$)$&</#E!:#8!&($H')'H#
-#($<&#!" #)+H'#'3'8+9$;'#1'-%91C#-%%#91!('#1!+)(#H!:&#
the gym and jogging with attitude, whereby the
company or institution runs a lean machine. This
$&;!%;'(#'39)-89$&<#91'#6-3$6+6#.!(($J%'#%-J!+)#")!6#
91!('#%'"9#!&8'#91'#4"-97#`#91!('#:!)R')(#.)!H+8$&<#%'((#
91-&#6-3$6+6#;-%+'#`#1-(#J''&#(8)-..'H/
(2.) Lean management/#01'#2)(9#:-;'#!" #a0#8%-$6(#$9(#2)(9#
(8-%.(#$&#91'#_fYg(/#0+)&'H#!+9#%-,')(#!" #6$HH%'#-&H#
lower management were unnecessary. The rhyme is
$))'($(9$J%'O#6'-&C#-(#-H*'89$;'C#J'8!6'(#-#;$)9+'/
(3.) Lean boot. A stingy someone.
LEGACY
As in Olympic-, historical-, -project. Presupposes death.
LEVERAGE
(1.) Literally refers to funding for a transaction through
debt secured on the object of the same transaction,
-(#$&#4%';')-<'H#J+,!+97/#4m';')-<'7#]&/^#$(#91'#)-9$!#
of debt to equity (eg. mortgage to cash) with which
(!6'91$&<#:-(#J!+<19r#J+9#4%';')-<'7#];/^#-&H#4%';')-<'H7#
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(adj.) are also used rhetorically to suggest the
appropriation of some kind of potential and at
91'#(-6'#9$6'#$9(#6+%9$.%$8-9$!&#91)!+<1#6-<$8-%#`#
!)#J!))!:'H#`#.!:')(/#
]W/^#G!)'#E':9!&$-&#.1,($8(C#:1')'J,#-#(6-%%#"!)8'#
shifts a large load. Thus a relatively small amount of
capital marches out into the world to do great things,
to get more people working under its command to
<!!H#'""'89/#G$<19#J'#-#.)!J%'6C#91'('#-)'#!"9'&#
the same things being done by other brave capitals.
]i/^#A)+H')#91-&#E':9!&$-&#.1,($8(C#91'#1$(9!)$8-%%,#
(9)!&<#(9)!&<5-)6#91'#1$(9!)$8-%%,#:'-R')#9!#-%%!:#91'$)#
own troops immunity from local civil law; or, more
!"9'&C#9!#<'9#4")''7#9)-H'#-<)''6'&9(#9!#91'$)#-H;-&9-<'/#
Here the large load makes fun of the small force.
LINE MANAGER
q+&$!)#J!(('(#H!$&<#91'#H-,59!5H-,#49)-8R$&<7#!" #
'-81#:!)R')7(#.')"!)6-&8'/#K+81#(+);'$%%-&8'#6-,#
then involve the arm over the shoulder, the gentle
ultimatum, the stern word, or the regret, but
4a76#-")-$H#:'7)'#<!$&<#9!#1-;'#9!#%'9#,!+#<!7/
MAN MANAGEMENT
V'99%$&</
MANAGEMENT
(1.) <!"!='>'"%666$-&!)'#$8).>$%&'$1)-%$%&'$+&!)!+%')(?!%(."$
@&(+&$A,!3-'@(%?$!--(="'#$%.$@!); it is
movement in a resistant medium because it involves
the control of refractory masses.
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(2). Of your own affairs/#V&!:$&<#:1-9#9!#8+9#")!6#,!+)#
J+H<'9O#91'#.)!9'$&s#91'#&$<19#!+9s#.-)-8'9-6!%s#
the children? the lottery ticket that might have won?
(3.) As business practice, skillset, and academic discipline.
P#9)-&("')-J%'#9'81&$Q+'#-..%$'H#9!#-&,#!)<-&$h-9$!&#`#
-#9'39$%'#"-89!),C#;!%-9$%$9,#"+&HC#.)$(!&#!)#81-)$9,#`#
)'<-)H%'((#!" #91'#(.'8$28#8!66!H$9$'(#1-&H%'H#!)#
conditions involved. An amalgam of marketing
cynicism, PR deftness and whatever is required to get
6-3$6+6#'""'89$;'#:!)R#!+9#!" #91'#:-(9')(C#H'-H1'-H(#
-&H#9!((')(#$9#$(#,!+)#%!9#9!#8!66-&H/#E!:-H-,(#-#
degree of sadism and the certainty that one is
indispensable are basic requirements.
]X/^#B+('"%(1+/#4E!#!&'#:!)R6-&#1-(#91'#-+91!)$9,#
to make other men cooperate with him to do faster
work. It is only through enforced standardisation of
methods, enforced adoption of the best implements
and working conditions and enforced cooperation that
this faster work can be assured. And the duty of
enforcing the adoption of standards of enforcing
this cooperation rests with management alone.
The management must supply continually one or
more teachers to show each new man the new and
simpler methods, and the slower men must be
constantly watched and helped until they have risen
to their proper speed. All of those who after proper
teaching will not or cannot work in accordance with
the new methods and at the higher speed
6+(9#J'#H$(81-)<'H/7
[F.W. Taylor, C&'$D)("+(/,'-$.8 $B+('"%(1+$<!"!='>'"%].
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MANAGING EXPECTATIONS
(1.) ...or Expect to be Managed. [The Consulting Academy]
]W/^#01'#-)9#!" #!J9-$&$&<#(+J6$(($!&#9!#$&*+),#]!)#49!+<1#
)'-%$9$'(7#'98/^#91)!+<1#91'#*+H$8$!+(#91)'-9#!" #(!6'91$&<#
worse. As when mass redundancy is averted at the last
6$&+9'#J,#!""')$&<#91'#(.''H5+.#(81'6'#$&9'&H'H#
all along.
]i/^o1-9#$(#6!(9#!"9'&#6-&-<'H#H!:&:-)H#9!#'39$&89$!&#
$(#&!9#(!6'#'39)-;-<-&9#1!.'#"!)#91'#"+9+)'#J+9#91'#$H'-#
of survival on the present meager terms.
]X/^#If the people crash it does not matter if the program runs.
The purpose...is to make the people run.
>b%+)J#"!)#E-!6$#V-)9'&7(#.$!&'')$&<#Managing
ExpectationsC#_ffXM/
(5.) A minority school in motivational psychology
-H;!8-9'(#6-&-<$&<#'3.'89-9$!&(#upward, on the
grounds that the disappointed (in one clinical trial,
4(9+H'&9(#:1!#'3.'89'H#-&H#P#-&H#<!9#-#A7^#:$%%#J%-6'#
themselves and work harder in future.
MARKET(S), THE
Reality is said to be determined by Its sentiment and
8!&2H'&8'C#:1'91')#a9#$(#01'#G-)R'9#$&#91'#($&<+%-)#!)#
the nebulous thing formed by the plural. It is also said
9!#J'#-#)'U'89$!&#!" #)'-%$9,/#a&#J!91#"!)6(#a9#$(#
anthropomorphic and at the same time diffuse
enough to be decision maker without responsibility.
Its diffuse nature has not however prevented It from
having a penchant for gurus like the now discredited
Alan Greenspan or the still revered Warren Buffet.
E!)#1-(#91$(#R'.9#$9#")!6#J'8!6$&<#-&#-%%59$6'#0k#
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and radio favourite with constant reports on Its state
!" #J'$&</#4G-)R'9#:-981')(7#-)'#8!&(9-&9%,#-(R'H#J,#
the folks back in the studio to tell us the score as to
91'#&-9+)'#!" #91'#H-,7(#)'-%$9,#-(#)'U'89'H#-&H#
determined by It. Its cheerleaders have created a
&';')5&';')#%-&H#$&#:1$81#$9#:-(#-#4&-9+)-%7#
development, denying the history of its political
creation and its continued dependence on political
structures and vast state subsidies like the US Defence
budget.
(2.) Jitters/#01'#G-)R'9#]!)#G-)R'9(^#$(#-#J%!J#:$91#-#
surface of suckers which absorb an ever increasing
6-((#!" #1+6-&#-89$;$9,#$&9!#$9('%"/#E';')91'%'((#$9#$(#
a sensitive, indeed neurotic beast, all too liable to see,
foresee, fantasize or pretend to see things that it does
&!9#%$R'/#a9#$(#91'&#91-9#$9#H';'%!.(#91'#*$99')(O#91'#J%!J#
wobbles and is in need of soothing. At which point
91'#8),#<!'(#+.C#K!6'91$&<#G+(9#b'#B!&'n
(3) Sentiment. The folklore according to which stock
6-)R'9#.')"!)6-&8'#)'U'89(#91-9#!" #-#:$H')#'8!&!6,#
1-(#Q+$'9%,#J''&#9+)&'H#!&#$9(#1'-H#$&#Wg__5_WC#-9#
%'-(9#$&#@+)!.'#-&H#E!)91#P6')$8-/#G-8)!'8!&!6$8#
H-9-#8!+&9'H#-(#4(9)!&<7#&!:#9'&H#9!#depress markets,
-&H#;$8'5;')(-/#a&;'(9!)(#:!+%H#.)'"')#&+6J')(#4:'-R7#
enough to provoke more Quantitative Easing or other
46!&'9-),#(9$6+%+(7/#m$R'#%!&<$&<#"!)#-#9')6$&-%#
diagnosis as a ticket to palliative care.
MINDFULNESS
4?&#-#1!9#01+)(H-,#$&#q+&'7C#91'#T$&-&8$-%#0$6'(#
:$9&'(('H#-#G$&H"+%#m'-H')(1$.#6'H$9-9$!&#
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.)!<)-66'#$&#-89$!&#-9#91'#G$&&'-.!%$(#1'-HQ+-)9')(#
!" #$8'58)'-6#-&H#J)'-R"-(9#8')'-%#6+%9$&-9$!&-%#F'&')-%#
G$%%(/#4P(#.'!.%'#-))$;'H7C#:)!9'#91'#DK#6')<')(#
-&H#-8Q+$($9$!&(#'H$9!)C#46-&,#1+<<'H#!&'#-&!91')#
-&H#a#&!9$8'H#(!6'#$&#9'-)(/#F'&')-%#G$%%(#1-H#
)'8'&9%,#-&&!+&8'H#$9(#2)(9#)!+&H#!" #6-((#%-,!""(#$&#
H'8-H'(#`#(!6'#-99'&H''(#:')'#1-;$&<#9!#2)'#6'6J')(#
!" #91'$)#9'-6C#:1$%'#!91')(#:')'#%!($&<#91'$)#*!J(/7#
01'#$&(9)+89!)#]91'#8!6.-&,7(#B'.+9,#F'&')-%#
A!+&('%^#4<-;'#91'#<)!+.#-&#$6.)!6.9+#9-%R#91-9#
wove together mindfulness practice, a poem and some
F'&')-%#G$%%(#(1!.#9-%R7/#K1'#4-%(!#(.!R'#-J!+9#91'#
%-,!""(/#Io1'&#:'7)'#$&#-&,#R$&H#!" #9)-&($9$!&#$&#!+)#
%$;'(#$97(#(!#'-(,#9!#<'9#$&9!#91'#(:$)%#-&H#<'9#%!(9tC#
she told them. “Use this practice to gain stability in
91'#6$&H/#a97(#-#%!&'%,#9$6'C#J+9#$97(#-%(!#-#1!.'"+%#
9$6'/t7#e-)9$8$.-&9(#:')'#9!%H#9!#49-R'#-#.!(9+)'#91-9#
"!)#,!+#$&#91$(#6!6'&9#'6J!H$'(#H$<&$9,#-&H#(9)'&<917/#
K!6'#(-9#8)!((5%'<<'HC#!91')(#:')'#R&''%$&</
MISSION STATEMENT
]_/^#a97(#&!#<!!H#*+(9#(Q+''h$&<#91'#%-(9#H)!.#!" #&');!+(#
energy from your workers then their last penny as
8!&(+6')(C#,!+7;'#<!9#9!#"''%#<!!H#-J!+9#$9#-&H#6-R'#
(+)'#91'#:1!%'#:!)%H#R&!:(#,!+7)'#H!$&<#<!!H/
(2.) As in religious mission (or sometimes vision),
military mission, Company Values. A pledge of
-%%'<$-&8'#'39!)9'H#")!6#91'#8!&(8)$.9(/
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MODULAR MANAGEMENT
]_/^#0'&-&9#G!H+%-)#G-&-<'6'&9#!)<-&$h-9$!&(#
.)'('&9#91'6('%;'(#-(#H$-%!<$8#`#J'9:''&#9'&-&9(#
-&H#4(!8$-%7#%-&H%!)H(#`#J+9#-)'#91'#+(+-%#6!&!%!<+'#
in which all options good for tenants have been
H'%'9'H#")!6#91'#?.9$!&(#G'&+/
]W/^#G!H+%-)#G-&-<'6'&9#B';'%!.6'&9#e)!<)-66'(C#
J-('H#!&#8!&9$&+!+(#%'-)&$&<O#-..%$8-9$!&#!" #%'-)&$&<C#
)'U'89$!&#!&#?+98!6'(C#!J9-$&$&<#T''HJ-8RC#
matching up market and product design,
developing product platforms.
NO FRILLS
Barefaced marketing.
NOT FIT FOR PURPOSE
Instant dismissal of what went before and the promise
that as of now, whatever the institution, rugged,
"+&89$!&-%#'"28$'&8,#$(#91'#!)H')#!" #91'#H-,/
OBESTY
m-8R#!" #('%"58!&9)!%#J,#91'#.!!)#:1!('#6'H$8-%#
9)'-96'&9#o'#(1!+%H#H'2&$9'%,#&!9#1-;'#9!#.-,#"!)/#
Westminster (London) borough council manages the
.)!J%'6#.)!-89$;'%,O#*+(9#(9!.#"''H$&<#91'6n#o'%"-)'#
J'&'29(#:$%%#J'#:$91H)-:&#")!6#4!;'):'$<19#!)#
+&1'-%91,7#8%-$6-&9(#:1!#)'"+('#9!#9-R'#.-)9#$&#
4.)'(8)$J'H#%'$(+)'#-89$;$9$'(7C#6'-&$&<#8!6.+%(!),#
sports and gym classes with attendance monitored
J,#4(6-)97#8-)H/
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PACKAGE
(1.) In which a variety of policies, inducements,
2&-&8$-%#$&(9)+6'&9(#-&H#:-)#'Q+$.6'&9#-)'#
bundled together.
5#P9#91'#+..')#'&H#!" #91'#*!J#6-)R'9#)'8)+$9')(#!""')
remunerative packages including salary, pension,
bonuses and a variety of privileges.
5#a&#DK#6$%$9-),#K1!8R#-&H#P:'#(9)-9'<,#-&#4-%9')&-9$;'#
"!)8'#.-8R-<'7#$(#.)!8%-$6'H/#01$(#$&;!%;'(#91'#+('#!"
a wide range of digital and robotic techniques in which
91'#-+91!)(#!" #91'#.)!8%-6-9$!&#1-H#-#2&-&8$-%#$&9')'(9/
5#a&#91'#:!)%H#!" #2&-&8'C#9!3$8#-(('9(#-&H#H!H<,
mortgages are bundled together with others that
appear to have proper provenance.
5#A package of measures/#D&.!.+%-)#%'<$(%-9$!&#]9-3#J)'-R(#
for multinationals, anything raising petrol prices)
bundled safely together with focus group favourites
(welfare punishment, perpetual prison terms, a
:'%%59$6'H#:-)^/
(2.) Full Package Providers. Contractors in the clothing
production chain who have worked their way up from
doing jacket sleeves only to doing the whole jacket,
the cutting and all the sewing operations it takes,
buttonholes, pockets, the lot.
PAIN
Asian workers have a greater threshold of pain.
>m''#V:-&#u':C#%!&<59$6'#)+%')#!" #K$&<-.!)'M
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PASSION, PASSIONATE
P&!91')#'3.)'(($!&#+('H#:$91#)'8R%'((#H$()'<-)H#"!)#
bathos to ascribe to individual workers intense
'6!9$!&-%#$H'&9$28-9$!&#:$91#:1-9#91',#H!#"!)#:-<'(O#
We are passionate about customer service. But a glimpse
of reality is let back in by the opposition of passion,
.-(($;'C#'98/#9!#-89$!&C#-89$;'///#4o'7#-)'#.-(($!&-9'#
-J!+9#`#$/'/#subjected to the rule of#`#8+(9!6')#(');$8'C#
but it may not always be this way.
PEOPLE
(1.) Human Resources managers (themselves now
(!6'9$6'(#8-%%'H#4.'!.%'#6-&-<')(7^#)'"')#9!#4!+)#
.'!.%'7#:1'&#91',#:-&9#9!#9-%R#-J!+9#:!)R')(#$&#-#
way that downplays the wage relation and emphasises
b'%!&<$&<C#J!91#$&#91'#(.+)$!+(#('&('#!" #91'#'6.%!,''7(#
;!%+&9-),#.')(!&-%#$H'&9$28-9$!&#:$91#91'#J+($&'((#-&H#
91'#)'-%#!&'#!" #91'#'6.%!,')7(#H)$;'#"!)#)!+&H591'58%!8R#
possession of the labouring nervous system.
(2.) Behavioural economists, motivational psychologists
and their colleagues present the results of their
'3.')$6'&9(#-(#.')9-$&$&<#9!#4.'!.%'7#$&#<'&')-%C#
independently of social or even individual
circumstances. People work harder when given
responsibility; People make bad economic choices because of
irrational expectations, etc. The particular conclusions may
(''6#-&!H,&'C#J+9#91'#8-(+-%%,#-((+6'H#.)'6$('#`#91-9#
individual psychology determines material situations
)-91')#91-&#;$8'5;')(-#`#$(#-#1-&<6-&7(#81-)9')/
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PORTFOLIO
K6+<#2<+)-9$;'#9')6#"!)#-J(9)-89#:'-%91#-&H#$9(#
concrete consequences. The imaginary billfold contains
4H$;')($2'H7#-(('9(O#(1-)'(#$&#<!%H#-&H#9!$%'9#.-.')#!)#
consultancies with government contracts; regenerated
urban real estate and a slice of African farmland; some
corporate or carefully chosen government bonds; a
(9-R'#$&#-#1$59'81#(9-)95+.#-&H#(!#"!)91/#?)#&!&'#!" #
the above but options, futures and contracts for
H$""')'&8'#!&#-%%#!" #91'6/#01'#-$6#$(#4-J(!%+9'#)'9+)&7C#
or immunity to the ups and downs of the mere market.
Portfolio managers have been among the most lucid
recent critics of mainstream economic debate, laughing
-9#4<%!J-%#FBe7#"!)'8-(9(#J'8-+('#91'#.!)9$!&#!" #9!9-%#
!+9.+9#91-9#)'9+)&(#9!#.)!.')%,#H$;')($2'H#8-.$9-%#*+(9#
keeps growing.
PRIORITIZE
01'#&!&5(9!.#%!<$(9$8(#!" #';'),H-,#%$"'/#
PROBLEM
]_/^#@;'),91$&<#$(#-#.)!J%'6C#-&H#:'#`#91'#!&'#J$<#
"-6$%,#`#-%%#1-;'#91'6/#D.#9!#91'#','J-%%(C#(!6'#
more than others.
]W/^#P#8!&U$89#)'8-(9#-(#-#9'81&$8-%#6-99')C#9!#J'#
H$-<&!('H#-&H#9)'-9'H#J,#.)'5'6.9$;'#$&9');'&9$!&#
.)!"'(($!&-%(C#-&HS!)#H)-<<'H#!+9#$&H'2&$9'%,/
(3.) Problem families/#E':#9')6#$&#-&#!%H#9)-H$9$!&/
4m$"'#+&:!)91,#!" #%$;$&<7#'38'.9#-(#-#.)'9'39#
for intervention.
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PROFILE
(1.) Industrial Psychology techniques, imported from
91'#D&$;')($9,#!" #m'$.h$<#J,#91'#A-)&'<$'#a&(9$9+9'C#2)(9#
&-$%'H#:!)R')(#9!#.')(!&-%#H-9-('9(#$&#91'#_f_g(/#
4P.9$9+H'#9'(9$&<7#!)#.(,81!5.1,($8-%#.)!2%$&<#)'-%%,#
took off when applied to military conscripts in the
First World War.
(2.) Today the same kind of data are supplied with
&!#&''H#"!)#9'(9$&<O#.')(!&-%#.)!2%'(#-)'#('%"5.-8R-<'H#
-&H#(1-)'H#$&#91'#(.$)$9#!" #9)'&81#4;!%+&9'')(7/
]i^#e')(+-($!&#.)!2%'#.)!"'(($!&-%(#)'2&'#9-)<'9'H#
advertising via the tracking of personal internet use.
We know who you are, otherwise known as
41$959)-8R$&<7/
QUANTUM
B)-:&#")!6#91'#:!)%H#!" #(+J5-9!6$8#.-)9$8%'(C#:1$81#
$(#J-)'%,#`#-&H#6!(9%,#6$(%'-H$&<%,#`#'3.%$8-J%'#$&#
language, the word has been a must for sellers of
A1-&<'/#01+(#4Q+-&9+6#%'-.(7#-J!+&H/
RAT RACE
An Olde Worlde description of how capitalism worked
for the aspirant or trapped bourgeois, with the clear
$6.%$8-9$!&#91-9#91')'#:-(#-%:-,(#-#<'95!+9O#)'9)'-9#9!#
91-9#;'),#'3.'&($;'#(6-%%1!%H$&<#-&H#(6+<#
('%"5(+"28$'&8,/
RED TAPE
P#8-9815-%%#9')6#+('H#J,#J+($&'((#%!JJ,$(9(C#91$&R#9-&R(C#
-&H#91'$)#6'H$-5.!%$9$8-%#-%%$'(#9!#-99-8R#-&,#)'(9)$89$!&#
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!" #91'#.!:')#9!#'3.%!$9#%-J!+)/#01'#H$($&<'&+!+(&'((#
!" #$9(#.)'('&95H-,#+('#$(#<$;'&#-:-,#J,#91'#-)81-$8#
&-9+)'#!" #4)'H#9-.'7#-)!+&H#6-&+(8)$.9(/#o1-9C#1-;'&79#
they heard of computers? One of its main functions is
to attack health and safety regulations. When a worker
$(#R$%%'H#-9#-#1$<15'&H#4(+(9-$&-J%'7#!+929#%$R'#B-,%'("!)H#
?)<-&$8#!" #91'#A!9(:!%H(C#91'#)'(+%9#$(#-#(6-%%#2&'#
-&H#-#*+H<'#9-%R$&<#-J!+9#4-#)'%-3'H#(-"'9,#8+%9+)'7/#
K.!R'(6'&#`#!)#-89$;$(9(#`#"!)#J+($&'((#.)'"')#
4('%"5)'<+%-9$!&7#-&H#&!&5'&"!)8'-J%'#48!H'(#!" #8!&H+897C#
-(#$&#F+%" #!" #G'3$8!#!$%#H)$%%$&</
RESILIENCE
(1.) Required by most people in the world just to put
one foot in front of another every morning, often after
,'9#-&!91')#R&!8R5J-8R/#b+9#-6!&<#91'#8%-((#'3'6.9#
from serious discomfort the idea soothes any
uncomfortable feelings about the present war on the
.!!)/#4u!+7%%#J'#-6-h'H#-9#91'$)#)'($%$'&8'7C#91',#:$%%#
say of people who have no other choice. The word
was commandeered from ecological vocabulary, where
it refers to how well an ecosystem responds to climatic,
.-)-($9$8#!)#1+6-&5$&H+8'H#(1!8R#-&H#H-6-<'O#1!:#
fast, if at all, it recovers.
]W/^#G-&-<'6'&9#91'!)$(9(#F-),#L-6'%#]Strategy as
Revolution) and Liisa Välikangas (Lead Like a Lion) brought
91'#'8!56'9-.1!)#9!#91'#Harvard Business Review in 2003.
4j'($%$'&9#!)<-&$h-9$!&(7#-)'#H'2&'H#J,#91'$)#
4U'3$J%'#(9-"" 7C#4-H-.9-J%'#(+..%,#81-$&(7#-&H#4-<$%'#
!)<-&$h-9$!&-%#(9)+89+)'(7C#J+9#-J!;'#-%%#J,#91'$)#
+&8!&H$9$!&-%#:$%%$&<&'((#9!#8!&"!)6#]!)#4-H-.97^#
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to any conditions imposed. Like failing ecosystems,
4!)<-&$h-9$!&(#:1$81#H!#&!9#-H-.9#:$%%#8!%%-.('C#
9!#J'#)'.%-8'H#%-9')#:$91#&':#-&H#6!)'#'"28$'&9#
organizations which are better suited to the new
'&;$)!&6'&97/#P#(9)-9'<,#!" #-<<)'(($;'#(+))'&H')O#
always accept everything, but be sure to beat your
8!6.'9$9!)(#J,#-J-($&<#,!+)('%" #2)(9#-&H#H''.'(9/#
RISK
]_/^#a&#-#"!)6#!" #.)'5'6.9$;'#;$89$65J%-6'C#!$%#-&H#
.'9)!%SH$'('%#;'1$8%'#8!).!)-9$!&(#.)!6!9'#4.'H'(9)$-&#
9)-$&$&<7/#a" #.'H'(9)$-&(#-)'#6!:&#H!:&#J,#'31$%-)-9'H#
8!.#8-)(#!)#*+(95$&59$6'#;'1$8+%-)#H'%$;'),C#$9#$(#H+'#
to their own pedestrian incompetence.
e)'5'6.9$!&#$(#91'#&-6'#!" #91'#<-6'#$&#91'#(')$!+(C#
interdisciplinary business of risk assessment and
6-&-<'6'&9/#a&#(.'89-8+%-)#)'8'&9#8-('(#$9#1-(#*+(9$2'H#
military action, but especially since the advent of
LakSPaBK#$9#1-(#J'8!6'#8!66!&.%-8'#$&#91'#
$H'&9$28-9$!&#!" #H'($<&-9'H#<)!+.(#-&H#!" #$&H$;$H+-%(#
within those groups who may cause interference with
the smooth running of the way things are. Children
are routinely categorized in this manner.
(2.) Risk-taking (successful). An ability claimed by
8-.$9-%$(9#81'')%'-H')(#-(#'38%+($;'#9!#2&-&8$')(#-&H#
tycoons and which, by happy coincidence, leads to
91'#6!(9#'"28$'&9#]!.9$6-%^#H$(9)$J+9$!&#!" #)'(!+)8'(/#
When, however, interference with the smooth running
!" #91'#:-,#91$&<(#$(#91'#8!&('Q+'&8'C#4'38'(($;'#
)$(R59-R$&<7#$(#J%-6'H/##01$(#!88+)(#:1'&#4-(('((6'&97#
of where, when and how a slice of surplus value can be
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-..)!.)$-9'H#$(#H$(9!)9'H#J,#91'#-99)-89$!&#!" #4-J!;'#
-;')-<'#)-9'(#!" #)'9+)&#!&#8-.$9-%7/#a&#91$(#$&(9-&8'#
blame has no consequences, and there turns out to
J'#&!#)$(R#$&#'38'(($;'#)$(R59-R$&<#-(#91'#:!)%H#!" #
2&-&8'#$(#49!!#J$<#9!#"-$%7/#01'#G!)-%#L-h-)H#(')6!&#
becomes an overnight quaint anachronism.
(3.) Risk-taking (failed). An estimated 120,000 of 200,000
farmer suicides in India were committed by farmers
<!$&<#$&9!#H'J9#$&#!)H')#9!#+('#91'#FG59,.'#b9A!99!&#
whose promise of greater yields frequently
did not materialize. Similarly, small farmers who
(:$981'H#9!#91'#:!&H')#8)!.#q-.1!9)-#](%!<-&O Money
really does grow on trees) found that the supposed yields
did not materialize.
ROGUE
E!#%!&<')#81'')"+%C#J+9#-#1-&H,#"'%%!:#:1'91')#
'%'.1-&9C#'%'6'&9#!)#&-9$!&5(9-9'/#P(#4'%'6'&97#8!6'(#
!&#-(#(+J(9$9+9'#"!)#91'#4)!99'&#-..%'7#91-9#"'%%#")!6#
the tree from overuse.
SAFETY MANAGEMENT
a&#,!+)#J'(9#$&9')'(9(C#:-%%59!5:-%%#AA0k#WXSd/
SAVE
To gamble, as in pension savings.
SACRIFICE
(1.) A technical term used in the addition of insult
to injury. As in speeches, ceremonies and monuments
48!66'6!)-9$&<7#:-)#H'-H/
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(2.) Subject and object change places wherever the word
-..'-)(O#(S1'#:1!#4(-8)$28'(7#$(#$&;-)$-J%,#91'#!&'#
(-8)$28'H/#01'#'3-6.%'#!" #:-)#6'6!)$-%(#
applies again.
(3.) A rare case of consistent historical usage over
centuries and through all stages of secularization.
In modern economics as in ancient religious ritual,
4(-8)$28'7#$6.%$'(#)'&+&8$-9$!&#!" #-#6-9')$-%#$&9')'(9#
in favour of an abstraction, which turns out to be a
euphemism for an opposed material interest.
SELF
(1.) Self-employment. Industry standard, 2012.
P#6$H5($h'#m!&H!&#.%+6J$&<#8!&9)-89!)#2)'(#';'),!&'#
and invites them to reapply for the same work on a
('%"5'6.%!,'H#J-($(/#01!('#-88'.9'H#-)'#1'&8'"!)91#
.')(!&-%%,#%$-J%'#"!)#9-3C#E-9$!&-%#a&(+)-&8'#-&H#
.'&($!&(C#H-6-<'#8%-$6(C#9)-"28#2&'(#-&H#91'#8!(9#!" #
working materials. GPS trackers are attached to all
work vehicles, monitoring arrival and departure times
for every job. The resulting data are automatically
collated so that the plumbers can be ranked by the
&+6J')#!" #*!J(#2&$(1'H#.')#:''R#-&H#91'#)-&R$&<(#
displayed at company headquarters. Repeated losers
in this competition face redundancy from self-employment.
(2.) Self-management. An alarming threat to
.)!"'(($!&-%#6-&-<')(7#$H'-#!" #91'$)#!:&#
indispensability. But management visionaries may
:'%8!6'#91'#!+9J)'-R#!" #('%"5H$(8$.%$&'#-&H#
('%"5'3.%!$9-9$!&#-6!&<#91'$)#:!)R')(/
5#e)$;-9'#.)$(!&#-&H#H!%'#!"28'#!.')-9!)#K')8!C#1!%H$&<#
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-#v_Xg6#8!&9)-89#9!#)+&#(9-9'5"+&H'H#6'H$8-%#(');$8'(#
in Suffolk (Eastern England), wants to replace nurses
-&H#1!(.$9-%#J'H(#:$91#42;'5-5H-,#.-8R-<'(#!" #8-)'7/
e-9$'&9(#:$%%#J'#;$($9'H#-9#1!6'C#:1')'#-#48-('#6-&-<')#
employs motivational interviewing techniques to
'&8!+)-<'#!.9$6-%#.-9$'&9#('%"56-&-<'6'&97/
(3.) Self-esteem. Consent to the conditions that compose
the self.
SHIFT
a&#91'#&!581!$8'#:!)R$&<#:!)%HC#(81'H+%'(#H'6-&H$&<#
91-9#-9#-&,#!&'#9$6'#,!+)#:!)R$&<#4H-,7#6-,#(9-)9#-9#
H-:&C#H+(R#!)#-&,:1')'#$&#J'9:''&/#E!:#1$*-8R'H#J,#
politicians and sports commentators alike, so that every
1$<1#'-)&')#-&H#1$(#H!<#1-;'#4.+9#$&#-#(1$"97#-(#$" #91',#
were all the coal miners of yesteryear.
SILO
(1.) Pejorative term for a rule or category accused of
cramping visionary investment or hobbling proactive
.!%$8$&</#L')!$8#($%!5J+(9')(C#:)$9'(#91'#T$&-&8$-%#0$6'(C#
1-;'#49)$'H#9!#81-&<'#91'#!.')-9$!&(#!" #6+&$8$.-%#
<!;')&6'&97C#J+9#46'9#:$91#2')8'#+&$!&#!..!($9$!&7/
For the past15 years a Professor Thomas Snitch [sic]
!" #91'#D&$;')($9,#!" #G-),%-&H#1-(#J''&#")+(9)-9'H#J,#
silos as he lobbies for the use of military drones and
(-9'%%$9'(#-<-$&(9#P")$8-&#:$%H%$"'#.!-81')(/#401-&R"+%%,7C#
1!:';')C#4&!9#';'),!&'#$(#H'9'))'H7/#e)!"'((!)#K&$981#
$(#&!:#:!)R$&<#:$91#4.!%$8'#<)!+.(#$&#o-(1$&<9!&#BA7C#
using the insights of his GeoEye consortium to
4'3.%!)'#1!:#(-9'%%$9'#9'81&!%!<,#8!+%H#8+9#8)$6'7=/
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>=DV#.!%$8'C#+&'&8+6J')'H#J,#91-9#.-)9$8+%-)#($%!C#
1-;'#+('H#H)!&'(#($&8'#Wggd/M#

SKILLS GAP
G-((#.-(($;'#$&(!%'&8'/
STABILITY
]_/^#P&#-$6#-&H#"-&9-(,#!" #91!('#:$91#2&-&8$-%#-&H#
police powers, that nothing should disturb the smooth
!" #'3')8$('#!" #(-$H#.!:')(/#01'#.)!"'(('H#:$(1#!" #
investors and their political protectors, whose
compulsion to accumulate provokes wildly unstable
misery and resistance, making the prayers for stability
a vicious form of wishful thinking.
]W/^#G'-&:1$%'#6!)'#,$'%H#$(#'39)-89'H#91)!+<1#J'9(#
!&#4;!%-9$%$9,7C#91'#&!9$!&-%#!..!($9'#!" #(9-J$%$9,/#
k!%-9$%$9,#$&H$8'(#6!&$9!)#4+&+(+-%7#81-&<'#$&#6-)R'9#
prices, giving a daily average of the amount of
&!&5-;')-<'#J'1-;$!+)C#-#2<+)'#91-9#<!'(#+.#-&H#H!:&#
and can therefore be bet on. Bets on indices are
regarded as unusually stable investment.
STAKEHOLDER
?88-($!&-%%,#+('H#%$9')-%%,#"!)#4(1-)'1!%H')7C#")!6#:1$81#
91'#6!)'#8!66!&#!J"+(8-9$!&#$(#H')$;'HO#4(9-R'1!%H')7#
applies indifferently to subjects with distinct and
8!&9)-H$89!),#4$&9')'(9(7#$&#'</#-#J+($&'((C#-&#$&(9$9+9$!&C#
a state (The distinctions between these things are
H$((!%;'H#$&#9+)&#J,#91'#9')6#4-&#!)<-&$h-9$!&7/^/#
Thus creditors, shareholders, management,
8!&(+6')(#-&H#'6.%!,''(#-)'#4(9-R'1!%H')(7#$&#-#
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J+($&'((r#';'),!&'#.)!29$&<#")!6#!)#'3.)!.)$-9'H#
by, administering or punished by a state is a member
!" #91'#4K9-R'1!%H')#K!8$'9,7/
STANDARD
Standard minute value/#o1')'J,#0$6'#-&H#G!9$!&#
&!#%!&<')#J!91')(#:$91#(.'8$28#'6.$)$8-%#(9+H$'(O#
instead, in the garment industry, virtual targets
are created and used to set the piece rates of
)'-%5:!)%H#:!)R')(#$&#:!)R.%-8'(#:1')'#91'#%';'%#!" #
6-81$&'),S.)!H+89$!&#'"28$'&8,#;-)$'(#'&!)6!+(%,/
In many instances, eg. Cambodian sweatshops,
91'#8!&9)-89(#($<&'H#46'-&#<-)6'&9#:!)R')(#-)'#J'$&<#
('9#+.#9!#"-$%7/
Virtual factory standard. In effect, virtual targets applied
+&$;')(-%%,S$&H$(8)$6$&-9'%,#$&#91'#<-)6'&9#$&H+(9),/#
P%%!:$&<C#"!)#'3-6.%'C#4_l#6$&+9'(#"!)#-#.-$)#!" #
2;'5.!8R'9#*'-&(#91-9#$&8%+H'(#_X#H$""')'&9#.$'8'(#!" #
(':$&<C#$&8%+H$&<#")!&95U,#h$.#-&H#%'<5J!99!6#1'6(7/#
01$(#J'"!)'#91'#)'(+%9(#-)'#&!95;$)9+-%%,#'3-6$&'H#
by quality control.
B%!"#!)#$-(?'. A small helping.
Public standards. Ad hoc judgements made by those
with the power to make judgements.
STRESS
(1.) The London Evening Standard celebrates The rise
of ProtoxO#4A$9,#.)!"'(($!&-%(7#-&H#%-:,')(#+($&<#b!9!3#
49!#1$H'#($<&(#!" #(9)'((7/#Roberts – who is just 36 – has been
injecting regularly for seven years. He considers it a bankable
investment. A Harley Street doctor selling the treatment
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(-,(#1$(#.-9$'&9(#4"''%#91'#&''H#9!#H'-%#:$91#-&,91$&<#
that undermines them looking in control. Driven by the
recession and competition for jobs, people are working
1-)H')C#"!)#%!&<')#1!+)(C#-&H#91$(#$(#H'2&$9'%,#.!)9)-,'H#
$&#91'$)#"-8'(7/#?&'#%-:,')5.-9$'&9#!""')(#-#8-&H$H#
8)$9$Q+'#!" #*+H$8$-%#.)!8'H+)'C#-99)$J+9$&<#491'#
"-;!+)-J%'#!+98!6'#!" #1$(#%-9'(9#9)$-%7#9!#1$(#4-)9$28$-%%,#
H'5(9)'(('H#-&H#(''6$&<%,#:'%%5)'(9'H#-..'-)-&8'7/
(2.) Such enthusiasm for concealed panic as elite
professional technique is best considered alongside
a series of letters to liberal newspapers demanding a
T)'&815(9,%'#&$Q-JSJ+)Q-#J-&#!&#91'#<)!+&H(#91-9#
in this society we communicate through facial expression.
Below senior dealmaker level, withholding facial
4';$H'&8'7#")!6#9!#91!('#:$91#91'#6!&(9)!+(#
.)'(+6.9$!&#9!#*+H<'#$9#-6!+&9(#9!#-&9$5(!8$-%#$" #
not terroristic behaviour.
STRIVE
(1.) Life as one endless effort to leave the others behind.
(2.) Striver. One in the process of lifelong effort to leave
the others behind.
SYNERGIES
]_/^#P&#'-)%,#-H!.9$!&#!" #E':#P<'#;!8-J+%-),#$&9!#
J+($&'((#%-&<+-<'/#D&%$R'#6!(9#'3.)'(($!&(#!" #$9(#R$&HC#
4(,&')<$'(7#]-%:-,(#.%+)-%^#-89+-%%,#)'"')(#9!#(!6'91$&<#
Q+-&9$2-J%'#]-&H#-%:-,(#($&<+%-)^O#91'#8!(9#(-;'H#:1'&#
a merger or takeover makes part of the combined
workforce redundant.
L'&8'#-%(!#]W/^C#-#)-)'#"!)-,#!" #(1-)'1!%H')5.)!(.'89+(#
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;!8-J+%-),#$&9!#H$-%'89$8(C#-#&'<-9$!&#!" #&'<-9$!&O#
simple subtraction of labour and the associated cost
is inverted into a positive value in the mystic marriage
of two capitals.
TASK(S)
Life as a series of tasks, universal application of
the work ethic.
]_/^#T$)(9#4!.9$6$h'H7C#!)#4H'8!6.!('H#$&9!#$9(#8!&(9$9+'&9#
'%'6'&9(7#-&H#(.'H#+.#9!#J)'-R$&<#.!$&9C#J,#T/o/#0-,%!)#
$&#91'#_Yfg(/#m-9')#6-&-<'6'&9#91'!)$(9(#8!+%H#-""!)H#
to disavow the language once the practice
was ubiquitous.
(2.) Task management. The foremen of project
management, maintaining each scheduled
achieved goal over its life cycle.
(3.) Multitasking. As a hired hand be prepared to
do absolutely anything.
]X/^#Task force (Einsatzgruppe). Send in the professionals.
@&!+<1#(-$Hn#q!J#H!&'n
TEASER RATES
01'#2)(9#(+.')581'-.#:)-.#!" #1')!$&s#
?)#91'#1-)H5"-8'H#6'&#-&H#:!6'&#!" #91'#6!)9<-<'#
J$hs#a97(#%$R'#91$(C#-%%#-J!;'#J!-)H#-&H#%'<$9C#91'#
$&9)!H+89!),O#:'%8!6'#9!#91'#8%+JC#,!+7)'#.-)9#!" #
us. And that means an interest rate on your loan so
low as not to notice. A few months in, whack, no
6'(($&<#-J!+9C#91-9#)-9'#1-(#$&8)'-('H#dggw/
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THINKING
A professionalized activity practiced using a variety
of methodologies.
5#Convergent. Traditional problem solving with a
48!))'89#-&(:')7/#j-91')#.-((Z#91'('#H-,(/
5#Lateral/#P%!&<#:$91#G$&H56-..$&<C#!&'#!" #91'#2)(9#
!" #91'#6+81#9!+9'H#48)'-9$;'7#91$&R$&<#.)!8'(('(#:1$81#
simply meant abandoning some preconceptions and
looking from different angles. Other methods have
$&8%+H'H#(,&91'($(5!)$'&9'HC#B'%.1$#-&-%,($(C#J$!6'9)$8#
analysis and relevance trees.
5#Outside the box. Has now swallowed up and
incorporated all the foregoing. Frequently advertised for.
5#Critical. Could be dangerous and really for specialists
only, so take informed advice before embarking
on such activity.
THINK TANK
In this instance both meanings of tank are employed.
01'#;-)$!+(#4<'!.!%$9$8-%7#;')($!&(#-)'#(9+""'H#:$91#
P)681-$)#K.-)9-&(#R''&#"!)#-#2<19#$&#:1$81#91',#-)'#
$&;+%&')-J%'O#91',#-)'#&!9#*+(9#:'%%#!+9#!" #)'-81#!" #-&,#
2<19$&<C#$9#8-&#J'#(-$H#91-9#91',#1-;'#-%%#91'#
81-)-89')$(9$8(#!" #91'#4$;!),#9!:')(7#91',#8!&(9-&9%,#
condemn as dangerously humanist, bracket,
4+&)'-%$(9$87/#01'#!&%,#H$""')'&8'#J'$&<#91-9#91!('#$&#
ivory towers are subject at least to the possibility of
8)$9$8-%#-&-%,($(/#01$&R59-&R')(#-)'#$66+&'#9!#(+81#
tiresome criticism and, besides, are far more likely to
1-;'#91'#'-)(#!" #-#&''H,#6'H$-5.!%$9$8-%#8%-((/
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TIME
(1.) Time management. A discipline built on the
premise that the days, hours, instants and events of
your life are wrongly lived and subject to training.
(2.) Quality time. Those periods in which strict time
management might be suspended and some escape
")!6#$9(#$&8'((-&9#Q+-&9$28-9$!&#-%%!:'H#-)'#(''&#-(#
being of great value given their limits or rarity.
As such they are in regular need of prioritizing
and are appropriately rationed under the rules
of time management itself.
(3.) Time to market/#01'#<-.#J'9:''&#9)'&H5(.!99$&<#-&H#
resulting design and the production of what has been
so designed. Considered the key to successful clothing
)'9-$%C#J+9#%$R'%,#9!#%'-H#9!#%!8R'H5$&#!;')9$6'#!" #91'#
type common in Bangladesh.
]X/^#Just-in-time/#P#;$)9+'#$&#.')(!&-%#9$6'9-J%$&</#E!:#
6!)'#8!66!&%,#+('H#9!#H'(8)$J'#4$&;'&9!),5%$9'7#
production, whereby no component is held in stock
for longer than absolutely necessary. This depends on
computerized time and motion in the logistics business.
(5.) Time to kill, timekill/#o1'&#!&'7(#9$6'9-J%'#`#
dependent on those more powerful than
!&'('%" #`#$&;!%;'(#.')$!H(#!" #:-$9$&</
(6.) Downtime. Where capital requires labour strictly
according to immediate need, the times when it decides
labour is not needed.
]d/^#Leisure time/#K9)$89%,#(.'-R$&<C#&!95:!)R#9$6'/#?"9'&#
'Q+-9'H#:$91#4Q+-%$9,#9$6'7C#91!+<1#$9#1-(#-#<!!H#81-&8'#
of being unbearably stressful, unbearably
J!)$&<#-&HS!)#)'6-)R-J%,#($6$%-)#9!#:!)R/#
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]Y/^#Time in hand/#P#%+3+),/
]f/^#Timeless/#P&#-'(91'9$8#;$)9+'#!" #(!6'#1$<15'&H#
commodities, the ones that nobly strain to break free
of commodity status itself. Contact with timelessness
(!!91'(#91'#+.(8-%'#8!&(+6')7(#"'-)#!" #H'-91C#J+9#"'-)#
!" #H'-91#$(#-%)'-H,#-#%+3+),#$&#$9('%"C#('99$&<#91'
(+.')5('&$!)#J)-8R'9#-.-)9#")!6#-%%#91!('#:$91#<!!H#
reason to fear life.
TOOLKIT
j'(8+$&<#91'#")''56-)R'9#J-&R$&<#(,(9'6#:$91#
1+&H)'H(#!" #J$%%$!&(#!" #H!%%-)(#!" #.+J%$8#6!&',#$&#WggYC#
the person with the power to do it, US Treasury
Secretary Hank Paulson, talked of how he would use
91'#"+%%#)-&<'#!" #91'#9!!%R$9#9!#4(!%;'#91'#.)!J%'67/#
01'#9')6#8!6$&<#")!6#-#:!)%H#!" #-)9$(-&(#`#!" #
(8)':H)$;')(C#8!6.+9')(#-&H#8'6'&9#6$3')(#`#:-(#
+('H#9!#H'(8)$J'#91'#$&(9-&9#!&5(8)''&#1-&H$&<#!;')#
of the money using a variety of accountancy tricks.
It is now used by other centres of abstract power to
assert the patriotism of industrial capital, the world
of tools, as if the world of abstract real money looked
better in overalls producing material goods, hard or soft
to the touch as required. Equally used to sell immaterial
(');$8'(C#-(#$&#4P#(+.')$!)#9!!%R$9C#'&-J%$&<#,!+#9!#
8!66+&$8-9'#'""'89$;'%,#-&H#.!($9$;'%,#$&U+'&8'#!91')(7/
TOUGH CALL
G!)'#!+9#!" #91'#6-81!#6-&-<'6'&9#6-&+-%#J+9#:$91#
91'#$6.%$8-9$!&#91-9#$9#:-(#&!9#*+(9#-#H$"28+%9#H'8$($!&#
J+9#1+)9#91!('#:1!#H$H#91'#2)$&<#!" #91!('#(+).%+(#9!#
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)'Q+$)'6'&9(#-(#6+81#-(#91!('#91',#2)'HC#a" #E!9#G!)'n
TOXIC
Debt/#m!-&(#H'.'&H'&9#!&#4(9)'-6(7#!" #)';'&+'#91-9#H$H#
not materialize in distant parts. As when Deutsche Bank
H$(8!;')'H#$9#:-(#91'#J$<<'(9#1!+('5!:&')#$&#4)+&5H!:&7#
Cleveland, Ohio.
Waste/#0!H-,7(#H'-91#(1$.(C#(R+%R$&<#-)!+&H#91'#<%!J'#
with redundant poisons, searching for places where
they can be dumped for a consideration.
Relationship. When celebrities fall out.
UK PLC
A government in this country should be run just like a corporation,
made up of the landed interest, which alone has the right to be
represented. As for a rabble, who have nothing but personal
property, what hold has the nation of them? They may pack up all
their property on their backs, and leave the country in the twinkling
of an eye...#>m!)H#b)-32'%HC#m!)H#q+(9$8'#A%')R#!" #
K8!9%-&HC#_dfiM
It might be objected that modern PLC capital
(nationalized on the astral plane by the addition of
4DV7^#$(#1$(9!)$8-%%,#6$(6-981'H#:$91#m!)H#b)-32'%H7(#
landed corporate interest. But a cursory look at the kind
!" #48-.$9-%7#-88+6+%-9'H#H+)$&<#91'#%-(9#]J!91#('&('(^#
4J!!67#,'-)(#(1!:(#91-9#91'#-&-81)!&$(6#$(#%!&<#($&8'#
-&-81)!&$(9$8/#E!9'#91-9#91'#m!)H#q+(9$8'#A%')R#H!'(#
&!9#(-,#4hereditary#%-&H'H#$&9')'(97/
VOLUNTARY WORK
Or else!
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WEALTH CREATION
K'%"5<%!)$",$&<#-J)-8-H-J)-#J,#.'!.%'#:1!#J,#;$)9+'#
of owning capital make more of it without reference
to those who do the actual work to make this happen,
91'&#.)'('&9#$9#-(#-#8!&9)$J+9$!&#9!#91'#8!66!&#<!!HO#
without them there would be no resources, no
necessities ever produced.
WE
]_/^#P<<)-;-9'H#4a7/
]W/^#P#8%-((#-((+)'H#!" #$9(#!:&#('8+)$9,#1-(#)'(+))'89'HO#
We are all in this together/#P9#-#_w#)'6!;'#(9-&H(O#We are
the 99%.
WELL-BEING
P#(9)-9'<$8-%%,#;-<+'#46'-(+)'6'&97#6-H'#-6'&-J%'#
to league tables, brought in now that the selling point
of economic growth in its GDP form can no longer
be guaranteed.
WINDOW OF OPPORTUNITY
Smash and grab.
WORKERS
Intelligent Gorillas.
[FW Taylor]
As human beings are also animals, to manage one
million animals gives me a headache.
>0')),#F!+C#A@?#!" #T!38!&&C#:1$81#6-R'(#a5e-H(#
-&H#a5e1!&'(#-&H#1-(#-#6$%%$!&#:!)R')(M
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WORKFLOW
V''.#$9#8!6$&</#E!#(%-8R$&<#91')'/
WORKING WITH
P(#$&O#We are working with our tenants to avoid unnecessary rent
arrears, !)O$7'$!)'$@.);("=$@(%&$4'"'1%$)'+(/('"%-$%.$(>/).E'$
take-up of job and training opportunities.
WORK-READY
]_/^#p+!9-5H'9')6$&'H#'3.')9#!.$&$!&#!&#:1!('#$%%&'((#
!)#H$(-J$%$9,#`#:1'91')#8-&8')#!)#!;'):!)R5$&H+8'H#
(R'%'9-%#H'"!)6$9,#`#$(#&!#'38+('#"!)#"-$%$&<#9!#.%-,#"-$)#
-(#-#+('"+%#6'6J')#!" #491'#'8!&!6,7/
(2.) While every individual claimant able to crawl is
H'8%-)'H#:!)R5)'-H,#J,#P9!(#H!89!)(C#1$<1')5%';'%#
'3.')9(#H'.%!)'#91'#lack#!" #:!)R5)'-H$&'((#-6!&<#
91'#8%-$6-&9#8%-((#-(#-#:1!%'#](''#-%(!O#skills gap).
E!#8!&9)-H$89$!&#)'-%%,O#8!%%+($!&#$&#6-((#
unemployability is the crime that calls for personal
punishment of the unemployed. As in the case of
absenteeism, the only reasonable response is to take
91'#91$&R59-&R')(#-9#91'$)#:!)H#-&H#6-R'#91'$)#
nightmare come true.
ZONE
(1.) Since William Burroughs, a word to give instant
frisson to a dull location.
(2.) F"$%&'$?."'. Total commitment to the designated
task in hand.
(3.)$A.>8.)%$?."'/#E!#%!$9')$&<#1')'/#b':$%H')6'&9#-&H#
helplessness are core competencies in subordinates.
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01!('#%'-H')(C#H'8$H')(#-&H#.)!3,#)$(R59-R')(#:1!#-""'89#
to enjoy discomfort are no more likely than their
underlings to relish the prospect of destruction.
4PH;'&9+)'7#-&H#4'&9').)$('7#)'(9#!&#('8)'9#)'(');'(#!" #
8!&9'&96'&9O#'$91')#H'%+($!&(#!" #.')(!&-%#6-(9'),#
or material assurance that not all will be lost.
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ATTRIBUTIONS
A?Ge@0a0ak@E@KK#
(2.), (3.) Paul Cammack, The Politics of Global
CompetitivenessC#'5(.-8'#?.'&#P88'((#j'.!($9!),C#Wggc/
]X/^#L-)),#b)-;')6-&C#Labor and Monopoly Capital: the
Degradation of Work in the Twentieth Century,
G!&91%,#j';$':#e)'((C#_fdXS_fff/
@xA@mm@EA@
(2.) Bill Readings, The University in Ruins,
L-);-)H#DeC#_ffc/
FALL
G-<<$'#E$81!%%(C#q-&/#Wg_i/
GPEPF@G@E0
(1.) Braverman.
KPT@0u#GPEPF@G@E0
Continuous announcements, London public transport
system.
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